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Eleven Promotes Eric Sullender to Vice President of Products   
 

Guest Technology Provider Strengthens Leadership for Future Growth 
 
 

6/18/14, Portland, Ore. – Leading hospitality technology provider, Eleven, today announced the promotion of Eric 
Sullender to Vice President of Products. Mr. Sullender will be responsible for the product strategy, design and 
delivery of Eleven’s guest Internet management and guest computing solutions. He will report to Dan Lulich, Chief 
Technology Officer. 
 
Mr. Sullender joined Eleven as a software developer and one of the first employees over 11 years ago.  He has 
filled many roles during Eleven’s growth, but has maintained a core focus on building industry-leading products 
using innovative technology.  He has been an active member of Hotel Technology Next Generation (HTNG) 
participating in the Software Forum’s Point-of-Sale and Infrastructure and Device Forum’s Mobile ID and 
Authentication workgroups. Eric is a regular presenter at HTNG member meetings and HITEC tutorials on such 
topics as Wi-Fi, mobile applications, and bandwidth management.   
 
“Eric continues to bring in-depth hospitality industry experience and strategic product vision to create innovative 
new solutions for existing and prospective clients. He was instrumental in understanding and building the features 
necessary to certify many of our partners through Marriott’s GPNS certification process. His leadership and vision 
will help ensure Eleven is able to continue to provide cutting-edge technology to help hoteliers manage and 
monetize the guest Internet experience,” said Dan Meub, CEO of Eleven. 
 
Prior to joining Eleven, Mr. Sullender was responsible for designing and developing a SaaS web application to 
provide nationwide commercial and residential real estate data at a small start-up in New York City. Eric began his 
career as a consultant with Arthur Andersen’s Advanced Technology Group advising small start-ups and large 
corporations on their Internet technology strategy. He holds a BS in Operations Research and Industrial 
Engineering from Cornell University’s College of Engineering. Eric also serves as a volunteer firefighter, EMT and 
EMS Lieutenant in Brookfield, CT. 
 
Connect with Eric and the rest of the Eleven leadership team at HITEC in Booth #1441, learn more here. 
 

 
ABOUT ELEVEN 
Eleven delivers compelling software that powers the online guest experience in hotels, with two key product lines: ElevenOS and ElevenGC, 
both of which run on Eleven’s cloud-based platform. ElevenOS is hospitality's only cloud-based guest Internet platform that manages the online 
guest experience across multiple devices, multiple locations, and multiple network service providers. ElevenGC is a family of five-star guest 
computing solutions flexible enough to be deployed in business centers, lobbies, suites, club lounges, and more. All solutions provide powerful 
revenue management so hotels can remain competitive while adding incremental revenue to offset their guest technology investment. Eleven is 
rapidly becoming hospitality’s guest technology standard and is relied on by thousands of hotels including nearly all of the major brands and 
leading boutiques. For more information, visit elevenwireless.com.    
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